Bloom's Digital Taxonomy
Blog Commenting Rubric
Bloom's Taxonomic Level:
Understanding & Evaluation
Relevant Key Words: Interpreting, Summarising, inferring, comparing, explaining,
exemplifying, blog journalling, simple commenting

Key Terms - Evaluating:
Checking, critiquing, judging, testing, blog commenting, reviewing, posting,reflecting.

Introduction:
This is a rubric for the Blog commenting. This is examining the process of commenting on
blog posts. In its simplest for the student is showing understanding but at higher levels the
student is evaluating the post and making critical comment and reflections.
Construction
Understanding/Evaluation
0 Student makes comments that are inappropriate, or unacceptable. Comments are not related to the
post or are of a personal nature

1 Poor spelling and grammatical errors. Short 1 or Simple comment which lacks insight, depth or is
2 sentences. Lacks structure or flow. Written in
informal language, abbreviations or txt.

superficial.
The entry is short and frequently irrelevant to the key
question, original post or concept.
Does not express opinion clearly.
Shows little understanding.

2 Some poor spelling and grammatical errors.

Simple comment showing some insight, depth and
are connected with original post, or a comment.
The comments are short and may contain some
irrelevant material.
Offers some personal comments or opinions these
may not be on task.
Shows some understanding.

3 Few spelling and grammatical errors.

The Comment show insight, depth and are
connected with post and or comments.
Entries may contain some irrelevant material.
Personal opinion is expressed in an appropriate
style.
Considers impacts or outcomes as a result of the
post - shows some evaluation.

4 Spelling and grammatical errors are rare.

The Comment show insight, depth and evaluation.
They are connected with original post and
subsequent comments.
Entries are relevant with links to supporting material.
Personal opinion is expressed in an appropriate style
and is clearly related to the thread or post.
The comment or post shows a level of evaluation and
considers in some depth the outcomes, impacts or
effects of the post or comments.

The comment has some structure, but the entry
does not flow. The comment contains several
sentences.
May contain a link or image.
The construction is mainly formal containing few
abbreviations or txt style language.
Comment has structure and the entry flows.
The comment contains sentences or
paragraphs.
The comment contains a appropriate links,
uploaded files or images.
Refers to other posts or comments.

Comment has structure, Flow and is constructed
to enhance readability.
Comment contains a appropriate links, uploaded
files or images.
Sources are acknowledged and other posts and
comments are linked to.
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